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Any change, even a change for the better, is always 
accompanied by drawbacks and discomforts. -
Arnold Bennett



Talking with the CFO of a 
giant healthcare company 
about RIM



The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist 
expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails.
William Arthur Ward

Can you help “Go Green?”



How can you play in a multi-use information world? 



Evolving a medical device company into an information company



Cost vs. profit center



AI & product review records



Starbucks hopes to use 
AI to get you to buy even 
more coffee. Called the 
Digital Flywheel 
Program, Starbucks will 
implement AI 
technology in its popular 
Starbucks Rewards 
members' accounts…”
Madeleine Johnson, Starbucks' 
Digital Flywheel Program Will 
Use Artificial Intelligence, 
Nasdaq (July 31, 2017)

Can RIM be seen as a value add profit center?



Can RIM help Big Data or Privacy folks?
The case of EU health records. 









“The way you see the world is how you live it.” 
― J.R. Rim 



If it's true that our species is alone in the universe, then I'd have to 
say that the universe aimed rather low and settled for very little.
- George Carlin





“Fade into Bolivian, I guess.”

Mike Tyson 

A manufacturing company with various products in 
production for decades sees its future as a slow 
decline unless it can morph its business or pivot in 
some way. The company has been collecting data 
related to its product for years. The company lawyer 
and Chief Privacy Officer cringe at the thought of 
exploiting the data for fear of violating agreements or 
even appearing to abuse the trust of its customer base. 
But, if they can navigate the complex maze of laws, 
agreements, and privacy considerations, the company 
could have a new blockbuster product—packaging 
and selling its data.
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